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BRINGING JESUS TO EVERY LIFE.
EVERY NATION. EVERY GENERATION.

ne minute. Sixty short ticks of the second hand. Minutes seem
like such insignificant little things, don’t they? They
seem to fly by in a blur every hour of every day.
Right now, Laurie and I want to ask you to reconsider the
power of a single minute ... of a single second ... when that
instant is the one in which a lost or hurting person encounters
the love of a living Father God.
If you belong to Jesus—if you’ve been reborn and are destined for a wonderful eternity in heaven—it’s only because
you had just such a minute in your life at some point in the
past. We can all testify that:
• It only takes a moment for the Spirit of God
to flood a dark soul with light.
• In only an instant, shame and despair can
be washed away in a flood of forgiveness.
• It only takes a second to say “Yes” to the
love of God.
At TBN headquarters we are reminded of this glorious
truth every day, as we hear and read the amazing testimonies that pour in from around the world ... testimonies from people God has touched and saved through the

media outreaches of the TBN Family of Networks. Here are
just two examples of thousands we could share:
Diamond Learns to Shine
Seventeen-year-old Diamond Friedel was desperate and
losing hope. Raised by two drug-addicted parents, she saw
her mother sent to prison when she was only 11. She and
her two siblings were left in the care of a grandmother who
did the best she could in a difficult situation.

30+ NETWORKS

broadcast a message of God's hope and
grace in 14 languages around the world!
At the age of 15, Diamond was introduced to the highly
addictive drug crystal meth, which she used to numb the
inner pain and emptiness she felt. Two years later, her beloved
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grandmother succumbed to cancer. As
Diamond told us:
“That killed me, because hers was the
only love that I really knew on this earth.
And that left me even more hopeless.”
In complete despair, Diamond cried
out to God for help. That is when she
found herself home alone, turned on
the television, and happened across
TBN. She was stopped by the radiant
face of a girl around her own age talking
about how she’d found hope, peace, and
a better life at a place called the Dream
Center (a powerful inner-city ministry
highlighted by TBN).

200 MILLION

people can hear God's
Word through Enlace, our
Spanish-language network.
As she watched TBN in that instant,
Diamond felt a spark of hope leap to life
in her soul and sensed a powerful draw
to go to the Dream Center herself. She
followed that prompting (which she later
came to understand was the Holy Spirit).
There she found Jesus, purpose, and a
brand-new life.
In her words, “My life was radically changed.” That change began in a
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single, momentary encounter with God
through TBN. Diamond Friedel knows
that every minute matters.

650 MILLION

muslims can discover
Jesus through our five
Middle Eastern networks.
Imam’s Wife Experiences
Healing Fire
The wife of a Muslim imam in western Africa was carrying a dangerous
secret. On many days, while her husband was away at the mosque, she
would use their satellite dish to tune in
TBN in Africa. Watching the preaching
about Jesus fascinated her and seemed
to bring her some comfort amid a
debilitating disease that was destroying her body.
One afternoon as she was watching TBN, a preacher named Dr. Siva
Moodley seemed to be speaking
directly to her. He described her and
her illness in precise detail. Here, in
her own words, is what happened next:
“It was shocking. How did he know
me? When he spoke about me and my
sickness, it was as if fire came out of the
TV. I was healed! I have watched many

programs on TV before, but never anything like yesterday. Please can you
rebroadcast this program. I want my
family to see it. They, too, must get
this fire. I am reading the Bible on the
Internet right now.”
In both of these cases, all God needed
was just a fleeting moment and the
availability of TBN to utterly change a
life for eternity. The same is true for the
many thousands of other testimonies
we’ve received recently, and it will be
true for many thousands of testimonies
to come.

52 OF AFRICA'S
54 COUNTRIES
can watch TBN in Africa.

Making More Minutes Possible
Carrying the Gospel to the farthest corners of the world on 30+ networks and
in 14 major languages is no simple thing.
But it is what we, with your partnership,
are called to do. The expense of doing
this every day is considerable. How
considerable?
I recently was made aware by our leadership, who keep this complex operation
running, of what it costs to carry one
minute of the Gospel to the whole world

EVERY NATION
MATTERS …

through the TBN Family of Networks.
The figure is $168.

ONE BILLION
potential households
can receive TBN.

Think about that. As a partner with
us, you have the ability to give millions
all over the world a minute of supernatural opportunity. And as we’ve already
seen ... oh, what our amazing God can
do with a single minute! Or with even
just a few seconds!

It only takes one second for a lost soul
to say “Yes” to God. That’s why Laurie and
I want to remind you that, when it comes
to carrying the Gospel to the whole
world, every minute matters. And every
minute matters because every LIFE matters, every NATION matters, and every
GENERATION matters.
Together, we are broadcasting Jesus—
minute after minute. And it’s only possible because of you.

Matt and Laurie Crouch

AND EVERY
GENERATION
MATTERS!

1.1 MILLION
Facebook fans can
read our feed online.

YWAM TO JOIN FOR
“2020” GLOBAL INITIATIVE

… AND YOUR GIFTS HELP
TBN REACH PEOPLE LIKE
KANDRA DAILY.
“I encountered sexual abuse between the ages of 5 and
7 years old. My innocence was stolen, my authentic
identity was stolen. I took on the blame, guilt, and
shame. Through the years, I wondered if there was
something I could have done differently.
“As an adult, I realized it was not supposed to happen.
That adult had no business violating my trust. I had a
choice. I could live my life in fear, or I could live my life in
faith. I chose faith over fear.
“God reached me through TBN. I knew that dying was
not my destiny and that one day I would find hope. I found
that hope. Thank you.”
– TBN Partner, Kandra Albury
Watch Kandra's story at TBN.life/Kandra
/trinitybroadcastingnetwork
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Beginning with a vision from TBN founder, Paul
Crouch, Sr., TBN has had long, fruitful relationships in the Hawaiian region that continue
today. Youth With a Mission (YWAM) headquarters in Kona, Hawaii, was the first stop on our
2017 world tour.
Well-known youth evangelists Loren and
Darlene Cunningham sat with us to share the
story of their worldwide organization and current initiatives. YWAM has experienced explosive growth in the five years since my father
last visited them.
YWAM currently has 1,100 chapters in 180
countries and 18,000 volunteers and staff. All
of them are key players making a huge impact
for Christ among the younger generation.
TBN is excited to align with YWAM—which
is now slated to play a strategic role in TBN’s
worldwide "2020" initiative. Let’s reach the
world for Jesus!
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HIGHLIGHTS

HOPE and
GRACE
ISRAEL
TOUR

Watch Praise

Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays
at 8pm et / 8pm pt
on your TBN!

MARCH 4-13, 2018

Hosted by Matt & Laurie Crouch
Experience life-changing teaching
with Joel & Victoria Osteen
and Joseph Prince in notable
Jerusalem locales.

Matt & Laurie Crouch host Hillsong Conference 2017 with Brian & Bobbie Houston and music from Hillsong Worship.

Visit some of the most well-known sites
from the Bible. The Mount of Olives, the Sea
of Galilee, and even the Garden Tomb are
some of the breathtaking locations you’ll
get to experience. Join the trip of a lifetime
and walk where Jesus walked!

Includes:
• Round-trip airfare from New York
• First class hotel in Israel
• Deluxe motor coaches

Talking to Greg & Cathe Laurie about how Christians can be fearless in sharing their faith.

• Guided sightseeing tours through
Israel’s greatest locations and rich
history
• All meals, entrance fees, tips,
and taxes

REGISTER ONLINE AT
WWW.TBN.ORG/ISRAELTOUR18

OR CALL 1-800-573-5871

The Crouches talk to Jerry & Priscilla Shirer as they discuss how to discern the voice of God.

THE COST TO CARRY
JESUS TO THE WORLD

1

FULL MINUTE

of TBN outreach—worldwide!
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168
84

$

SECONDS

of global good news.

$

20

SECONDS

$

10

SECONDS

$

of hope and grace.

… every second counts!
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28

WHEN YOU SUPPORT TBN'S WORLDWIDE OUTREACH THIS MONTH,
RECEIVE OUR GIFTS OF THANKS TO YOU …

The Jesus Bible helps you
understand how Scripture
is the story of Jesus from
beginning to end.

God has a plan
for you to live
in victory. Louie
Giglio's Goliath
Must Fall gives you the keys to
defeat your giants.

Receive both when you
sponsor one minute of
global TBN outreach with
a gift of $168 or more.
Every minute matters!

Our gift to you when you
support TBN’s global
outreach this month.

Click Here To Receive Yours

»

Or call 1-800-201-5200 or visit TBN.org/newsletter.
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P R AY E R L I N E : 1-888-731-1000 (toll free in U.S. and Canada) / International: +1-714-731-1000
E M A I L Y O U R C O M M E N T S T O : comments@tbn.org
E M A I L Y O U R P R A Y E R R E Q U E S T T O : prayer@tbn.org
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